Rapid Quantification of Protein Particles in High-Concentration Antibody Formulations.
Current technologies for monitoring the subvisible particles that may be generated during fill-finish operations for protein formulations are cumbersome. Measurement times are generally too long for real-time analysis, and the high protein concentrations that are characteristic of many antibody products interfere with common optical techniques for particle analysis. To rapidly monitor protein particle levels in high-concentration protein solutions, we developed a fluorescence-based method that uses extrinsic fluorescent dyes such as 4,4'-dianilino-1,1'-binaphthyl-5,5'-disulfonic acid that are sensitive to the presence of aggregated protein. To test the method, antibody formulations containing various concentrations of protein particles were generated by application of various mechanical and freeze-thaw stresses. After addition of fluorescent dyes, fluorescence intensities were measured and compared to fluorescence intensities in particle-free formulations. The differences in fluorescence intensities were linearly proportional to protein particle levels, which for calibration purposes were measured offline by fluid imaging microscopy and protein assays. Protein particle levels could be measured without requiring sample dilution, even in high-concentration (e.g., 40 mg/mL) antibody formulations.